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Editor’s Note

A New Era of Education

E

ducation has changed very little in its
history, but has thrived on very minor
improvements. Today, a variety of
developments are pressuring managers of
higher education to acknowledge the fact that postsecondary education is on the precipice of a significant
transition, and dreaming about what the market could
look like in 10 years, 50 years and beyond is becoming
exceedingly important. The future of education is
all about improving and implementing learning
that is student-centric. Teachers are responsible for
implementing customised learning and instructional
habits in this effort. The keyword that controls the
potential propensity to offer quality education to
students is versatility in learning.
Learning would continually have to concentrate on
versatility, ingenuity and imagination, leadership skills,
and mastery of technology in a digitalized age where
technology meets education. About every part of our
lives has been changed by technology, and now it seems

that school programmes across the world are due for an
overhaul. To help students achieve their full potential,
educators are tapping into the technology revolution
and embracing emerging technologies.
Artificial intelligence can not only create a better, less
disruptive atmosphere for pupils, but also for teachers:
educators can dramatically minimise their workload
and concentrate on precious class time by utilising the
increasing capacity of AI as a teaching assistant, while
technology takes care of data collection, identifying
learning and behavioural habits, and also preparing
and grading. This would boost the quality of life of
our teachers and maybe bring a stop to the disturbing
pattern of professional educators becoming frustrated
to the point of having to leave.
The ‘digital-native’ generation has established special
modes of knowledge assimilation and comprehension.
Alongside these improvements, learning room
architecture has evolved.
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Solving
the
Teen
Mental
Health
Crisis
Tom Thelen is the author of Mental Health 101
and the founder of Reset Schools
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COVER STORY

I

n the United States, 90% of K-12 students are never taught
basic mental health skills such as how to cope with anxiety
or what to do if they feel depressed. We met with author
Tom Thelen, one of America’s top mental health speakers,
to discuss how COVID-19 is impacting teens.

“If we want students to become more resilient, then schools
need to start teaching positive coping skills for stress and anxiety.
With COVID-19, these skills are needed now more than ever,” said
Tom Thelen, founder of Mental Health 101, an award-winning
mental health curriculum for schools.
Thelen notes how the current system for addressing student
mental health is broken, or, in some cases, nonexistent.

“If we want students to
become more resilient, then
schools need to start teaching
positive coping skills for
stress and anxiety.”

“Our current system is broken,” adds Thelen, referring to
how mental health offerings in most schools are only available
as an intervention for students with behavioral problems or
mental health challenges.
“Schools send about 10% of their students to meet with a
school psychologist or a school counselor, which is a very good
thing. But what about the other 90%? What about teaching the
positive side of mental health? Schools need to focus on more
than just preventing mental illness. They also need to teach mental
wellness,” he continues.
Studies from the National Institutes of Health show that teens
with lower levels of stress and anxiety score higher on tests
and have fewer behavioral issues.

Tom Thelen with Jordan Carson on Eight West. Download
“7 Tools for Reducing Anxiety” at MentalHealth101.org.

Thelen’s new book, Mental Health 101,
is an Amazon #1 New Release

5

Tom Thelen has spoken at over 800 schools and conferences since 2012
COVID-19 and Mental Health
Thelen notes the research connecting COVID-19 and social
isolation with the rise in teen anxiety and depression.
“With COVID-19, we’re seeing a rising mental health
crisis, particularly in teens. Many of them are falling behind
socially, emotionally, and academically. At Mental Health
101, our core mission is teaching positive coping skills to
address that very issue,” said Thelen.

The very next day, all New York schools were closed.
“On March 11th I flew back home to Michigan, and the airport
was a ghost town,” notes Thelen.
“All I could think about was how many teens would be losing
their main support system - their school. Granted, a lot of teens
have a steady home life, but many of them do not. For those teens,
in-person learning and social interaction provides routine and
stability, especially for the ones who do not come home to a caring
support system. School is their anchor,” Thelen said.

Inspiring Students and Parents

“With COVID-19,
we’re seeing a rising
mental health crisis,
particularly in teens.”
- Tom Thelen

Since 2012, Thelen has presented at over 800 schools
and conferences and has appeared on news programs on NBC,
CBS, and PBS. His passion for communication has earned
him a reputation as one of America’s top motivational
speakers. He and his wife, Casie, have four children, ages 10
to 14. Thelen is an authentic and engaging storyteller, even
vulnerable at times.
“The reason I care so much is because I’ve been there,”
said Thelen. “As a teen I dealt with depression and anxiety, and
in my weakest moment I had one teacher reach out to me. She
really listened to what I was going through. Her name was Mrs.
Burdick, and she became my trusted adult, the person I could talk
to without feeling judged.”
After high school, Thelen earned a Bachelor of Science
degree and went on to work with youth at a local nonprofit. He
found it rewarding to speak to teens, and soon he was invited
to tell his story at local schools and youth camps.

On March 10, 2020, (pre-pandemic) Tom Thelen was
speaking at a youth conference in New York. Six middle
schools gathered at a community college to hear Thelen’s
motivational life story about bullying prevention and mental
health. The students sat side-by-side, packed into a large
gymnasium. Social distancing was impossible. A few teachers
wore masks and talked about COVID-19, but mostly, it was
business as usual.
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Thelen’s big break came in 2012 when his first book was
published, “Teen Leadership Revolution.” Soon after, he became
a full-time author and speaker.
In 2018 Thelen developed an evidence-based bullying
prevention program called No Bullying Schools, complete
with a video curriculum and a smartphone app for
reporting bullying. No Bullying Schools is now used as a
curriculum by hundreds of schools across the country, and
many of them book Thelen for school assembly speeches.

“Then the pandemic hit,” reflects Thelen. “My only inperson speech since March 10 was at Starbucks Corporate
Headquarters in Seattle. They booked my talk on mental health
and resiliency. Since the pandemic was already in full swing, we
filmed in front of a very small audience, socially distanced of
course, and then they sent the video to all their stores. Since then,
it’s been 100% virtual assemblies and conferences.”
In June 2020, Thelen and his team formed a 501c3 nonprofit
called “Reset Schools.” The group partners with schools to
teach mental health activities that help students “reset”
when they are feeling down. In early 2021, Reset Schools
was awarded a $120,000 grant from Google via the Google
Ads platform. With the grant, the nonprofit can promote their
mental health curriculum for schools via the Google Ad Grant.
Thelen is a certified instructor in a program called “Mental
Health First Aid,” from The National Council for
Behavioral Health. Mental Health First Aid is an eight-hour
course that shows adults and educators how to help teens who are

Teens Need “Mental Health 101”

Thelen’s initial idea was to write a book for teens. In the
summer of 2020, he recruited three PhDs to be his co-authors:
Dr. Kirleen Neely, Dr. Kimberley Orsten Hooge, and Dr.
Elliott Kagan. Together they wrote “Mental Health 101 for
Teens.” The book was released on December 11, 2020, and it
quickly became an Amazon # 1 new release in the education
category.
“A school in Oakland, California, pre-ordered 500 copies of
the book, and after that, we were off to the races,” says Thelen.
“We developed a full curriculum for schools with a teacher’s
guide and a 10-session virtual conference, also called Mental
Health 101. Our diverse group of presenters does training
sessions for students, parents, and educators. Each school district
gets a custom solution, based on their needs. Since our team
shares the same values, we’re willing to do whatever it takes to
get the program into schools.”
Mental Health 101 was recently honored by Industry Era Review
Magazine as one of the “Top 10 Education Solution Providers of

Tom Thelen with Molly Hill at Starbucks Corporate Headquarters in Seattle, Washington
in a mental health crisis. We teach the warning signs and
symptoms, and how to connect teens with a counselor.
“I love Mental Health First Aid, but many schools cannot afford
an eight-hour training. Schools were asking me if we had any
shorter versions of the program, and we did not. They also
wanted mental health trainings that were geared for the teens, not
just the adults, and that’s when the idea for Mental Health 101
was born,” he said.

2021” for the company’s innovative mental health
curriculum. Readers can download Thelen’s free guide for
educators and parents, “7 Tools for Reducing Anxiety”
at MentalHealth101.org.

About Tom Thelen
Tom Thelen is the CEO of MentalHealth101.org and one
of America’s top mental health speakers. Follow him on
social media at @bullyingspeaker and TomThelen.com. IER
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mindplay

Experts Believe Community
is the Key to High-Quality
Education

S

everal relatively exciting developments have
emerged in the education sector over the last
year. These trends are the beginning and not
the end of the vitally essential changes for
the industry to develop into something that
can genuinely deliver quality education in a sustainable
way to a large number of aspiring students. MindPlay’s
mission is to develop, publish, and distribute costeffective learning tools with clear objectives, inviting
graphics and modern technology to support read growth
and development. The company started doing business
as MindPlay, under the parent company Methods and
Solutions, Inc. Its first line of self-published academic
software programs was launched in 1986. MindPlay
services cater to diverse learning styles, recognize
specific student needs, and separate instruction from
personalized lesson plans. Students are given only the
lessons needed to fill the gaps in their – educational
and overall skills. MindPlay is compliant with: Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act, Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act, and Americans with Disabilities
Act.

Judith Bliss, founder, and CEO of MindPlay

“The first key to teaching dyslexic learners to read is
hope,” says Judith Bliss, founder, and CEO of MindPlay.
Being a dyslexic learner herself, Bliss acknowledges
the day-to-day struggles and difficulties faced by
struggling students. Unlike so many other students with
disabilities, Bliss has never been diagnosed or treated.

Instead, she was left to fight to get through the academic
challenges raised at school every day. On the other
hand, unlike other young people with dyslexia, Bliss
was fortunate enough to have other talents and abilities.
She understood that her dyslexia did not amount to a
lack of intellect.

The Journey to Start the Company
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Online Reading Program improving Reading to-one tutoring. Instruction is direct, explicit, and quickly
targeted at reading gaps that prevent accurate and fluent
Skills

MindPlay Virtual Reading Coach (MVRC) is a useful reading. The program identifies reading strengths and
deficits through a series
online reading program
of rapid assessments.
that improves reading
It then automatically
skills. This helps students
creates a personalized
with different abilities
learning plan to target and
and individual needs to
quickly fill any reading
learn with confidence
gap. Only lessons that are
and precision. It has been
specifically, individually,
shown to benefit students
needed are allocated to
with a wide variety of
the MindPlay pupil. This
skills. Suitable for all ages,
curriculum is used for at
it can act as an online
least 30 minutes a day, five
reading curriculum for
days a week, the increase
Tier 1 students and an
of essential reading skills
intervention for Tier 2 and
is seen in the first month.
3 students. These categories
The typical student using
include Special education,
the home system raises
GED preparation. English
one grade level every ten
Language
Learners,
weeks (20 hours).
Bilingual Education, and
Adult literacy programs.
MindPlay goods have
MindPlay
rapidly
received several honors
recognizes reading deficits
and recognition from
and guides learning to meet
some of the best education
specific student needs.
and literacy organizations
MindPlay is an individualized reading curriculum that in the United States. MindPlay Virtual Reading
involves interactive reading teachers. These “reading Coach receives re-endorsement by the Council of
mentors” mimic guidance and encouragement for one- Administrators of Special Education-2014. IER

“ MindPlay’s mission
is to develop, publish,
and distribute
cost-effective learning
tools with clear
objectives, inviting
graphics and modern
technology to support
read growth and
development.’’
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campus labs

Build a Strong Foundation
for Unified Information

M

oving away from the traditional
teaching pattern and learning, the
present age is experiencing a paradigm
shift in the way teachers teach, and
students assimilate knowledge. This
transition in educational practices is set up to open up
more great outlets for teaching and learning groups,
paving the way for a new school of thought. The future
of education is all about improving and incorporating
student-centric learning. Through this effort, teachers
must follow customized learning and teaching
practices. Years of diligent study – visiting campuses
and listening to executives about their operational
problems – have driven entrepreneurs to continue to
evolve and develop their services. Today, more than
15 years after its establishment, Campus Labs is still
based in Buffalo. The organization has more than 150
employees, a workforce of more than 1,400 Member
Campuses, and a broad set of solutions.
Headquartered in Boca Raton, Florida, the Campus
Labs platform offers integrated software and cloudbased higher education assessment tools. The corporate
mission is more focused than ever on empowering and
transforming colleges and universities through strategic
insights into data. And the kind of creative spirit that
powered the company’s initial success continues to
be felt – and expressed through all teams.” The only
solution of its kind, our integrated platform leverages
your data-rich ecosystem by connecting data across
areas of your institution to create one complete picture
of learning on your campus.” says Jim Milton, CEO,
Campus Labs. Easily define areas for faculty growth,
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Jim Milton, CEO, Campus Labs
recognize the most successful learning methodologies,
and equip the Faculty with resources to determine the
sequence of results to prepare students for life outside
the classroom. With an extensive data analysis offering
an organizational view of the results, campus leaders
are empowered to make data-informed decisions with
full trust.

“ The only solution
of its kind,
our integrated
platform leverages
your data-rich
ecosystem by
connecting data
across areas of
your institution
to create one
complete picture
of learning on your
campus “
A Team of Systematic Mind

The Institutional Effectiveness Campus Labs helps
to configure and connect preparation, accreditation,
and outcome evaluation processes. The team of
Campus Labs experts has decades of experience in
higher education. They understand the problems of
the consumer organization due to the comprehensive
experience operating on campuses. Approach consumer
services and processes from a systemic mind that is
at the core of building informative relations. To fully
promote data-driven decision-making, the Campus
Labs platform cultivates experience where data from
all departments leave the silos and communicate more
freely, allowing the decision-makers greater insight
into an integrated and beneficial data structure.
Reaffirming Commitment to Equity, Campus Labs

Partners with other Higher Education Organizations to
share case studies exploring equity-minded assessment
practice. The National Institute for Learning Outcomes
Evaluation (NILOA), the Council for the Advancement
of Excellence in Higher Education (CAS), and Campus
Labs published the first three case studies — linked
as PDFs below a series aimed at exploring equitable
approaches to higher education evaluation. These case
studies aim to shine a spotlight on institutions that
institute practices to address equity issues in assessment.
The Faculty aims to make a difference in the learning
life of its graduates. With Campus Labs for Teaching &
Learning, you can use powerful analytics to link your
student learning and quality of instruction data while
extracting insights into results across all departments
and divisions. IER
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ENEM - A Challenging Continental
Security and Logistics Operation.
Leandro Crippa, Risks, Security, Logistic Field

T

here
is
no
doubt
about
the
challenges
brought
whilst we have been
facing the pandemic. For
the first time in history,
today, 24th January, the
main Brazilian entrance
exam will allow the
students to have the test on a new date. And it was done.
The ENEM is the acronyms of something in English
that would mean Higher Education Entrance Exam,
this standardized test is the prerequisite for entrance
into almost all higher education institutions in Brazil.
Implemented in 1998, turned gradually into the main
higher education access way. It Is considered the
second-largest university entrance test simultaneously
applied in the world, behind only the “gaokao”, the
Chinese higher education entrance test. The Brazilian
ENEM had cost around £80 million in 2020.
A critical operation that has zero tolerance to fails,
and where security is the prime requirement. That exam
already reached around 9 million students in the past,
and in 2020 won the challenge of bringing millions of
printed tests in 26 states, in approximately 15 thousand
sites. Last year, this unprecedented time, brought
new obstacles to be overcome related to COVID-19.
The sites where the exam is applied were increased,
the number of involved people reached 70 thousand
professionals. The ENEM would be compared to the
GMAT in the UK but embracing all universities and the
whole subjects.
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The Correios

The Correios is one state company, as it was the Royal
Mail in the past. The Deutsche Post was the state
company that origin of DHL to act in a wide range of
business. In Brazil, the Correios company is still an
organization linked to the government and manages the
postal services besides competing with other private
companies in the logistics industry. Correios is also
present in 100% of Brazilian territory, and have one
hundred thousand employees.

The ENEM Risk and Security challenge

When the subject is security, we are going through
a truly specialized field. A security and logistics
integrated operation is carefully executed by Correios
for eleven years. It involves such great interaction
with law enforcement forces, military agencies. Brazil
treats this exam such a national security subject. Cyber
monitoring, fraud detection and, hacking attempts are
continuously managed, before and after the exam.
Until 2009, this exam was executed by private
companies. At that time, although all the redundant
security schemes, one printed exam has leaked from
one printing company, and the whole exam had been
cancelled, that was the reason the Brazilian government
defines the Correios, as official logistics to care the
ENEM. Millions of students were affected.
Today, reading the news about the ENEM, I felt the
wish to share this article with you a bit of what brings
me proud of being a security and risk professional. I am
proud of saying I had the monumental chance to direct
the ENEM security process whilst at Correios, one of
the most of my career challenging projects ever. IER

The Real-Time Engagement Platform
for Meaningful Human Connections.

Build the Future Now

Traditionally, real-time video and voice happen in standalone, dedicated applications but people increasingly want to engage directly in
applications they’re already using. These real-time voice and video solutions were difficult and expensive to develop, requiring reliable
multi-way transmission of large amounts of data across geographies and network operators, often resulting in significant data packet loss
and slow response times. In 2013, our founder had already imagined this future and set out to create the solution.
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Bussiness Partnering Institute
The CFO Is The Voice Of
Reason In Business
Anders Liu-Lindberg
Partner,Chief Operating Officer (COO), Chief Marketing Officer (CMO)

T

his is the channel “Trends in Finance and
Accounting” which has more than 84,000
subscribers! Click “Subscribe” to receive a
notification and an e-mail when I publish new
articles on this channel every Thursday and occasional
Saturday. Some CFOs say that Accounts Payable
should merely be processing transactions but I say it is
contributing to the value creation in the company and
should be considered a profit center. Watch me debate
this with Ernie Humphrey on 27 January from 17-18
CET. You can sign up for free here. Lately, I have been
writing and sharing a lot about the evolution of the CFO
role. There is one word that keeps popping up in the
comments. That is “Integrity”. In an attempt to become
a strategic business partner, it seems that many people
feel this word and fiduciary responsibility is often
forgotten. Nothing could be more wrong but rather it
should be table stakes for even holding the office of the
CFO. That means when we list the main qualities of a
CFO such as being financially savvy, transformational,
influential, and social, integrity is often left out. That is
by design though since cannot be a CFO (let us not even
mention a good one) of you do not have integrity. You
can tour some of the reactions to a recent CFO post of
mine here. Still, while we talk about the evolution of the
role let us once and for all agree that having integrity,
being ethical, and contributing with objectivity in
decision-making is a fundamental responsibility of the
CFO and by extension the finance function. We will
therefore explore this topic in-depth in this article.
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What CFOs bring to the table
The CFO role is in constant evolution and often we
discuss all the added elements that CFOs need to deliver
on. Recently, I published my latest article on CFO types
now depicting eight specific types. However, at the
core, CFOs still bring financial expertise to the table.
After all, this is the CFOs unique strength. In addition,
CFOs have the advantage that they often do not make
any direct business generating decisions. In some ways,
this allows them to step out of the decision-making
process and consider the decision from a different
perspective. They can look at any given decision with
objectivity using the below model.
Any decision made in the company should come
with options that each have risks attached. Discuss the
options available and identify all associated risks. Once
done, start to maximize the likelihood of the options
materializing and mitigate the key risks. In this way,
CFOs ensure that their companies will always make
better decisions. CFOs must go further though than
simply considering decisions from an economical
perspective. They must also ask and question if it is
“the right thing to do”. Here are some of the things to
consider. Ideally, everyone else in the C-suite and the
rest of the company will act with these considerations
in mind as well. Still, we know that when the pressure
to perform comes around some people will just cut
corners. CFOs and by extension the finance function

are there to see it through it. We must be the voice of
reason in the business! I know it can sound boring and
potentially destroy some value in the company. The
alternative is worse though as we have seen through
numerous accounting and business scandals.
What are you bringing to the table?
CFOs play a very important role in the company and
so does any finance professional by extension. We
must always consider carefully what it is we bring to
the table and how can we contribute to making the best
possible decision in the company. It is not an easy role
and often we might feel we are not being listened to. In
that light, becoming a true business partner becomes
much more important. If we build strong relationships
with business stakeholders, they will listen to us even
they do not like to hear what we have to say.
What are you bringing to the table and are you
remembering your responsibility of being the voice of
reason? If you are a trusted partner you will gain more
respect by bringing up the tough topics so, do not hold
back. It is so easy to always say “Yes” but do understand
that saying “No” in the right way helps you to develop
an even stronger influence on the decision-making
process! If you like what you read and would like to
make a voluntary donation to support my continued
content creation you can use one of the below options.
All content continues to be provided for free! IER
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The Software-Defined Car for the
Human-Centered Experience
Helen Yu, Founder & CEO of Tigon Advisory Corp.

I

believe growth thrives at the crossroad of
technology and humanity. This is where technology
creates solutions that help people reach their
greatest potential. When it comes to innovation in
transportation, we again see this intersection shaking
up an industry on the verge of a technological leap: the
next generation, connected software-defined car for an
elevated human-centered experience.
A futurist viewpoint of the
automobile’s role in our lives
“The next gen vehicle is a connected vehicle.
Connectivity and 5G specifically is predicted to have
a huge impact on the automotive industry overall with
almost 20% of the projected global economic effect
coming from the broader automotive sector translating
into $2.4 trillion in economic output by 2025,” said
Nakul Duggal, sr. vice president and general manager,
automotive, for Qualcomm Technologies, in his keynote
address for Automobil-Elektronik Kongress – Special
2020. What is underway in transportation comes from
a mindset shift on par with putting a thousand songs
in your pocket afforded, of course, by the iPod. Where
is this sea change coming from? We are at a pivotal
moment when it comes to redefining the customer
experience, the role of mobility in our lives, how we
choose to spend driving time, and even lowering stress
levels during daily commutes (one 2015 study found
that driving is the most stressful of all commutes).
During the previous century, transportation was about
moving people from one destination to another. Today,
it’s about the driver and passenger experience, driven
by technology – specifically the software inside the car
– to create safer, more efficient and reliable modes of
transportation. Necessity is the mother of invention, as
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they say. The result: a software-defined car for a more
human-centered experience.
Pivot technology: advanced
driver-assistance systems (ADAS)
New technologies give way to new driver experiences,
business models and strategic partnerships that are
now reshaping the automotive industry. According
to PricewaterhouseCoopers: “The automotive future
is electrified, autonomous, shared, connected and
yearly updated.” The Automobil-Elektronik Kongress
mentioned earlier, for example, reveals how Qualcomm

The redefined human-cente ed
automobile experience
Why now? In a post-COVID world, there will be more
emphasis on the “in-car experience”. The next new
normal makes the in-car experience become more
relevant and critical. People can do all the things they
could do sitting on an airplane while in a car. What can
an auto manufacturer do to improve the experience?
Qualcomm, along with other industry partners like GM,
BMW, and Jaguar Land Rover, are breathing life into a
new story for the future of transportation.
There’s a broad set of stakeholders who influence Imagine:
ADAS: drivers, passengers, auto makers, pedestrians,
cyclists, service providers, transportation networks, • Preventing accidents by connecting to other vehicles
fleet operators, businesses, road owners, insurance
and infrastructure on and off Wi-Fi networks.
companies, finance providers, cellular network • Organizing traffic flows more efficiently, so that
operators, cities and government agencies. The three
carbon emissions can be reduced overall
most important components of ADAS are safety
• Coping with incidents in cities to keep traffic
compliance, integrated software and integrated circuitry
flowing, and prevent gridlock
(think of this as the “hardware” of the vehicle). Like a
classic jazz trio featuring piano, bass and drums, these • Helping people find places and parking more easily,
reducing stress for drivers, helping reduce emissions
three elements synchronize to become a scalable and
and increase city efficiency
upgradable solution with computing, connectivity and
• Improving the experience for car users by providing
cloud service capabilities.
better information to drivers and passengers
For instance, the Qualcomm® Snapdragon Ride™
• Improving road planning and operations by
Platform, designed to support the top three industry
providing better and more real-time information
segments in automated driving, addresses the
about road use to road authorities
complexity of autonomous driving and ADAS. It
leverages high-performance, power-efficient hardware, See it for yourself
industry-leading artificial intelligence (AI) technologies In 1900, railroad engineer John Elfreth Watkins Jr.
and a unique autonomous driving stack to deliver a wrote an article for The Ladies Home Journal in which
comprehensive, scalable and energy-efficient systems he predicted that the automobile would have widespread
solution.
impact and put the “horse in harness” out of work. Ford
The role of 5G and connectivity is also key.
ramped up his assembly line in 1908 so Watkins’s article
Qualcomm is amplifying its expertise in 5G to fuel the had to have shaken readers to the core and created scores
automotive industry with products enabling OEM and of naysayers. Today, we sit on the threshold of yet
auto makers to create best-in-class in-car experiences. another almost fairytale-like prediction: the connected,
Qualcomm’s Snapdragon Automotive 5G Platform software-defined car as a personal assistant, safety
offers advanced telematics systems that connect manager, partner in snap judgements, stress reducer
infotainment features with integrated multi-mode and efficiency expert. What does the future hold for
modems to support ultimate performance and provide transportation? Qualcomm and its industry partners
multi-Gigabit low-latency speeds, lane-level navigation will address the future of transportation at Qualcomm’s
accuracy, and integrated cellular vehicle-to-everything Automotive Redefined: Technology Showcase, an
(C-V2X) functionalities. The 5G capabilities allow for exclusive two-day, virtual event to be held on January
added safety and reliability on a platform designed with 26-27. Stay tuned for updates and announcements from
energy-efficiency in mind[CB1] .
Qualcomm on January 26. IER
addresses the evolution of next-gen vehicles and,
in collaboration with other partners, advances the
transformation of the entire automotive industry. One
technology, in particular, races to the top. When it
comes to the connected, software-defined car, we must
look at the core technology driving (pun intended!) the
new era of automotive travel: ADAS (advanced driverassistance systems).
Simply put, ADAS is an electronic system that assists
drivers with driving and parking functions.
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The Do’s and Don’ts of
Networking Follow-Up

Darryl Howes MSc, Managing Director at strategic Business Networking

O

K, you’ve attended the (virtual) conference
and had a fantastic time. You are absolutely
buzzing with new ideas and have zillions
of contacts. But there’s a problem. Before
you go further, you need to come down (and calm
down). Yes, it’s not a good idea to go straight into
the following week emailing, LinkedIn-ing (is that a
verb?), and Twittering like some whirling dervish. You
need to think about a strategy. Who did I make contact
with? What did I promise to do (as in sending them that
article that you both enthused about)? Is there an order
of priority? What records should I keep?
Here’s a quick stab at what I normally do, in rough
order:
1. Decide who the key contacts are. Important people
are busy (by definition). They are well... busy.
Memory fades for all of us across time. If you want
to keep in their eye-line, your opening ‘reach out’
needs to be quick, pithy and eloquent.
2. If you have made a promise, the value of which is
time-dependent (articles are quickly overtaken by
new articles), then get on the case pronto.
3. Do some research. Maybe your initial impression
of why you and this person might get along is 5. All the above will allow some sort of order to form.
A campaign plan. And this is not too strong a word,
mistaken? Check social media profiles, online and
you will need to approach this like a marketing
offline publications etc. etc. and decide if there is
campaign.
still a basis for mutual benefit from the connection.
4. Do your research - BUT don’t over-research. 6. Keep records. I used to work in sales. I still do. If
you can recall special things that people told you
Happenstance and serendipity can both play a huge
several years before, it’s a great way to cement and
part in people networking. Sometimes it’s best just
enhance relationships. It might be something as
to go with the flow. Remember Sliding Doors?
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simple as when and where you first met. Those of
you already in the corporate world will be familiar
with CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
systems. Set up your own simple version using your
mobile device, laptop or even a good old Rolodex
(I’ll let you Google that!).
As with all things networking, don’t ask for favours, or
even worse, help. Asking for help makes you look like
you are helpless. And no one wants to see that. Instead,
try to think about how you might be of value to that
person. To an extent, what can you ‘gift’ them? What do
you know that is both valuable and they might possibly
not? Students often say to me at this point ‘Darryl, you
are talking rubbish. What could we possibly have to
gift?’ Are you kidding me? The act of being a student,
the task of studying, is one of deep immersion in a
topic that excites and enthuses you. You are, at that
point, well on your way to being a world expert in your

chosen field(s). You are at the apex of learning - and
might never be so again.
If this field of knowledge happens to be one that your
new contact also finds interesting, then hey presto, you
have something that has potential value. Even expert
Professors can’t know everything. And anyway, they
have yet to hear your unique, humble (but informed)
view on why so and so’s theory is redundant, out of date,
or just plain stupid. If you really can’t do this, flattery
mostly works. But don’t just say that you enjoyed the
talk and that you found it interesting. Say WHY you
were enthused by it and what it got you thinking about.
BE EXPLICIT. So there you have it, give it a go.
But don’t tarry. I’d love to know your experiences
of networking. The who, what, when, where, how and
why... Oh yes, and also how you follow up. What
methods do you use? What has been most effective?
What has been a disaster? (come on, you’re amongst
friends, you can tell!) IER
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Hegelmann Logistics &
Equinox Europe – Successful
Management of 3PL Services
Anastasija Idiarto,
Head of Sales and Marketing at Equinox Europe

T

oday’s issues, COVID-19 pandemic caused
business overturns and strong growth of
e-commerce sector, have significantly
expanded the need for 3PL logistics companies
(3PL – Third-party logistics), when a manufacturer or
an e-shop owner entrusts the logistics of its products
to the professionals, who carry out the transportation,
storage, inspection, repackaging and the delivery of
the goods, while a manufacturer simply allocates
his available resources to the product development
without any worries. Hegelmann Group – German
capital freight and logistics company with extensive
experience in the field, entered the Lithuanian market
16 years ago. When Hegelmann Transporte decided to
materialize the idea of its own logistics center in Kaunas
district two years ago, it was planned to apply “Work
Green” sustainability principles by implementing
the new warehouse with not only all possible smart
energy-saving stuff, but also with a modern Warehouse
Management System, which was expected to reduce
the use of paper and, of course, to optimize the logistics
processes – to save human resources, to speed up order
processing, etc. For this purpose, Hegelmann Logistics
has chosen Equinox Warehouse Management System
– WMS VISION.
During project implementation, Equinox team
installed a specialized WMS for the customer and
adapted it for the 3PL business processes. This version
of the system made all 3PL service users appear as
owners of the goods, and each item in the warehouse
is assigned to its appropriate owner. All work done on
the goods is accounted for and afterwards the owners of
the goods are automatically charged with an individual
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storage price for their products. This way created
an undoubted transparency in the warehouse of the
3PL service provider. Since the partnership between
Hegelmann Logistics and Equinox Europe lasts for
two years already, the customer shares its impressions
and successful experiences. “With the help of Equinox
WMS, our warehouse handles all tasks with ease,” says
A. Sumskis, CEO of Hegelmann Logistics
A. Sumskis most appreciates the possibility of
Equinox WMS to integrate with courier systems, which
significantly saves time, as it is no longer necessary
to fill in data separately in courier programs, while
generating orders for dispatch. The courier module
ensures the integration of WMS with the most popular
couriers, that deliver goods to the final consignee. The
usage of this module means that the package prepared
in the warehouse is registered within the courier in real
time with the help of WMS and a label of the courier
consignment is generated, which then is attached onto
the package.
A. Sumskis also compliments other features of
Equinox WMS: “WEB self-service portal tool is
very fascinating. Thanks to it, 3PL service users can
see and manage their orders online in real time, they
can independently monitor the stock level and the
movement of their own goods, in addition they can
place orders from any device anywhere in the world
and track their progress.”
We are happy that our customer Hegelmann Logistics
started its operation in the new logistics center right
away with Equinox Warehouse Management System
and, while moving forward successfully, handles all its
tasks quite easily. IER

The Leading Fully Managed Data
And Analytics Platform For Education
Our mission is to actualize the expansive promise of education
by transforming data into actionable insights that positively
impact students’ academic and overall well-being.
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SKYWARD

A Dedicated and Smart
EduTech Solution Providers

T

he year 2019 saw some incredible
technological advancements in education.
With EdTech set to disrupt the future of
education, the coming year promises to
continue along this path of innovation.
Nevertheless, EdTech’s adoption was much slower than
expected, with universities continuing to be stubbornly
resistant to modern ways of teaching and learning.
Skyward provides more experience with SIS and ERP
and supports school districts and communities around
the world by working together, engaging and inspiring
everyone. Using the teacher’s access resources available
in Skyward’s student information system, everyone can
free up training time, make the data accessible, and
bring the emphasis back on the students. Apps include
online tasks, behaviour reports, and a student/parent
contact messaging center.
After the introduction of the first Skyward in 1981,
the organization has remained dedicated to better service
for every user at every touch point. Millions of people
work smarter to connect and motivate all stakeholders
with Skyward’s technology. The company is offering
the online parent portal and student portal. Through
Skyward’s Family Access, people will push new rates
of parental engagement and make accountability
a top priority. School districts reported improved
student accountability and more robust parent-teacher
communication only weeks after the rollout. Student
services offered by Skyward’s SIS allow students to
do more than collect data. Individuals will enhance the
quality of anything from healthcare to food and can
monitor, track, and interfere if necessary. In Skyward’s
Business Suite, everyone will have the resources in
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Scott Glinski, CEO, Skyward
place to create a high-performing community that
the whole team will put together. Apps provide datarich role management, payroll, and streamlined ACA
compliance tools. “With the Business Suite of the
company, you can make guesswork out of budgeting
and introduce tighter financial controls to reduce the
potential for fraud. Features include accounts payable
and receivable, budget forecasting, and a general ledger
in real-time.” says James R King, Founder, Skyward.

“ With the Business Suite
of thecompany, you
can make guesswork
out of budgeting and
introduce
tighter
financial controls to
reduce the potential for
fraud. Features include
accounts payable
and receivable,
budget forecasting,
and a general
ledger in real-time “

The employee’s payroll processing time will be reduced
to a fraction of what it is now. Electronic timekeeping
can help handle complex compensation schedules
and payroll conditions while reducing the chance of
expensive overpayment. The company will empower
employees to manage their information and balances
without obstacles. With this kind of commitment to
transparency and accountability, and will set the tone
for efficiency at all levels. The asset management
services provided by the company can allow consumers
to know where the properties are stored, how much
they are worth and when it’s time to re-supply. Accurate
estimates and real-time figures can assist with budgeting
while preventing shortages. Skyward’s partners are
here to make life easier for everyone. Having such a
wide variety of goods and services at your fingertips,
consumers will find something that will improve their
productivity and make their lives easier.
Skyward is a tech firm specialized in K–12 School
Management and Municipal Administration Systems,
including Student Leadership, Human Resources and
Financial Planning. The business is affiliated with
more than 1,900 school districts and municipalities
worldwide. Skyward technologies are currently being
used by school districts and towns in 22 U.S. states and
several international locations. The student information
system and ERP systems of the organization are designed
to automate and simplify everyday activities in the
fields of student management, financial management
and human resources. IER
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How Partnerships
with Irish Companies
Accelerate Texas’s Growth
Michael Morgenstern, Partner at Morning Capital

I

n 2020, Site Selection magazine named Texas the top state for
infrastructure and investment potential, and the International
Economic Development Council (IEDC) ranked Texas
as the Best State for Business for the eighth consecutive
time. Yet interestingly, the American Society of Civil Engineers’
annual report card has graded Texas as a C- when it comes to the
state’s own funding, proper maintenance, and preparedness for
environmental change.
As the economy rebounds from the COVID-19 pandemic,
Texas is poised to lead the country in innovative, cost-efficient,
long-lasting hard infrastructure. Six of the 15 fastest-growing
cities in the US are in Texas, and Texas is the nation’s secondlargest importing state behind California, bringing in nearly
$294.9 billion in goods in 2019. This emphasis on infrastructure
is critical as the state’s population continues to grow. Dams,
drinking water, flood controls, airports, roads and highways,
and wastewater are all key infrastructure segments within Texas
where attention is desperately needed — and this presents a real
opportunity for construction and the connected supply chain. As a
critical economic and national security priority, the pandemic has
re-oriented the US supply chain away from foreign adversaries.
Specifically, as the US Federal Government and the State of Texas
re-assess trade relationships with China in a post-COVID world,
there are immense opportunities for English-speaking countries to
fill a massive void.
Texas Governor Greg Abbot and Texas Secretary of State Ruth
R. Hughs should be proactively working to build relationships
with trade partners with common values, a shared language, and
mutually beneficial economic productivity goals. One of those
well-positioned trade partners that is ready for the opportunity is
Ireland. The Irish economy is fast emerging and exhibits innovative
and cost-effective infrastructure, construction, and industrial
technology products and services. Ireland is strategically prepared
to continue growing its exports and is well-positioned to take
advantage of the American shift away from China. The nation of
Ireland – with a large population of expatriates in Texas – has been
rated the sixth freest economy globally according to the Heritage
Foundation. Ireland is second only to Switzerland in Europe, and
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Ireland represents the most-free nation within the European Union.
As the EU undergoes disruption with Brexit, Ireland is looking to
the Lone Star State as a key trade partner.
Solving next-generation infrastructure challenges entails
identifying countries who have done it right and at scale. Ireland
has a rich history of collaboration between industry, academia,
government, and small business sharing knowledge around IoT and
its industrial infrastructure applications. Many Irish companies,
including Taoglass, LineSight, and Asavie already have a foothold
in Texas. There are even direct flights between Dublin and DFW
airports. Ireland is ready to serve the infrastructure innovation
needs of the Lone Star state.
US states, cities, and regions looking globally to source the best
innovations need to look no further than Ireland. Specifically, Texas
business leaders and government officials focused on infrastructure
should look to Irish companies like Davra or Evercam. Davra offers
a complete Industrial IoT platform that allows system integrators,
product builders, OEMs, and city managers to define, build and
rapidly bring to market industrial-grade IoT applications on a
single reliable, secure and scalable IoT platform. Evercam offers
AI-powered construction cameras focused on site compliance and
dispute resolution.
From a technology point of view, to ensure that Texas remains
‘the’ growth state in the US, the state must evaluate and develop
next-generation infrastructure, which means incorporating IoT
solutions. Innovation sourcing is no longer one dimensional.
Technologies emanating from China and other countries are not
the only outlet. Ireland has invested substantially in technology
companies and startups and has taken a global leadership position
in IoT, cloud, date centers, and other critical infrastructure
technologies.
For many years, large US companies have been establishing
their EU, UK, and European facilities and headquarters in Dublin.
As a result, Irish companies are very familiar with American
business culture and expectations. While pressures exist in the
US to completely domesticate supply chains, in my view, Texas
business leaders and trade representatives should look deeply at
the innovation in Ireland. IER

Digital Resource
Management,
Built For Education

In 1997, a faculty member at Dalhousie University saw the need for a simpler way to equip his students with
course-required software. This led him to found e-Academy, an EdTech company dedicated to simplifying the
distribution of software to students.
Fast forward to today. e-Academy has become Kivuto Solutions. The education landscape and technology’s role
in it have changed significantly, but Kivuto’s mission remains fundamentally the same – to make it as easy as
possible for schools to manage and distribute the many digital resources used in education and for students to
access those resources.
With world-class partners like Microsoft and IBM, Kivuto is trusted by academic institutions around the world to
enable a modern learning environment in which students have easy access to the tools they need to succeed.
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The slow administration of
vaccines jeopardizes
the goal of global immunity.
Enrique Vaque Urbaneja, Export Area Manager at Quality Chemicals

T

hose readers who regularly read these
chronicles will not be surprised at how slow
the administration of the vaccine is resulting
in most of the countries in which it is being
applied. But what is happening exceeds any pessimistic
forecast. We already cited in three articles that there are
three factors that would delay vaccination plans: logic,
availability and the attitude of the population.

The facts.

As of January 9, the countries of the European Union
have administered far fewer vaccines per 100 inhabitants
than expected. The one that has administered the most
vaccines is Denmark (1.98) below the United States
(2.02) but above Italy (0.98) and Germany (0.64). Spain
is at 0.59, below the European average (0.6). In the case
of Spain, 178,000 doses have been administered in the
first two weeks, which represents 0.6% of the population.
But it is that Spain has already received 743,925 doses
of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. In other words, not
1 in 4 vaccines received has been administered. Well What’s going on? Is the supply being too slow? Faced
understood that a vaccination requires two doses, with with an unprecedented mass vaccination operation of
a 21-day interval between them.
the world population, experts consider that the stocks
accumulated by some pharmaceutical companies for
Disponibility
As the European Health Commissioner Stella Kyriakides these first months is of a very considerable volume but
said a few days ago: “We understand that everyone is insufficient to cover demand in the short term.
On occasion, pharmaceutical companies themselves
looking at the rate of vaccination. The bottleneck at the
have
been optimistic. The most notorious case was
moment is not the volume of orders, but the lack of
global production capacity “, and was willing to help that of Pfizer-BioNTech, which after getting ahead of
the production of the vaccine for Pfizer and BioNTech, its competitors, came to announce that before the end
the only one that has been administered so far in the of 2020 it would have produced 100 million doses.
However, at the beginning of December, it had to
European Union (EU).
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admit that it would only be able to manufacture half,
which it paid for with sharp falls in the stock market
despite the fact that days later it would receive its first
authorization, in the US. The company blamed the
problem on supplying raw materials, without specifying
what they were, although they were probably chemical
compounds used in the production process.
Pfizer vaccines that are distributed in Europe are
produced in Puurs, Belgium. In the case of Moderna’s
vaccine, the Madrid-based pharmaceutical company
Rovi participates in the final production process,
although its work is limited to filling, inspecting and
labeling the vials before distribution. The product
arrives frozen and in bulk by plane from the US and in
Spain it is separated in the 10-dose format authorized
by the EMA.
In theory, the vaccine developed by the University
of Oxford and pharmaceutical company AstraZeneca,
which is already being administered in the UK and
is likely to be the next to be approved by the EMA,
has a development process much more similar to
the traditional one. , because it uses a chimpanzee
adenovirus as a vehicle. Does this mean that the supply
will be even slower? Not necessarily, because in reality
those responsible for this project were the most forwardthinking (and the most risky), manufacturing millions
and millions of doses long before the research process
had even signs of ending. To do this, they partnered
with the Serum Institute of India, the world’s largest
producer of vaccines. Thus, the advance purchase

agreements with the EU include 300 million doses and
another 100 optional.

Logistics

The bottleneck in the administration of vaccines does not
lie, therefore, in the first instance, in the manufacture,
but in their application logistics. Logistically, the fact
that the Pfizer vaccine requires a storage temperature of
70 degrees below zero is an added difficulty. The risk
lies in wasting doses, since “when there are some left
over at one point, you have to collect them quickly to be
able to administer them elsewhere,” Jaime Jesús Pérez
Martín, a specialist from the Spanish Association of
Vaccination (AEV), tells El Confidencial. And he adds
that “Deep down, it is a production problem”, because
“if Spain had 10 million doses right now, it would not
be necessary to prioritize, we would take the doses to
health centers and we would tell everyone older than
60 years to be vaccinated ”. On the contrary, “we are
adding the problem of not having all the doses we need
with the requirement of directing them to a too specific
audience (risk groups), so it is not so easy to make an
agile and correct distribution ”.
In reality, “it is happening everywhere, initially
vaccination is a little less than expected” and part
of the explanation must also be sought in other
circumstances typical of the pandemic. For example,
the epidemiological situation implies giving previous
appointments and avoiding groups of people. It has
little to do, for example, with the regular and wellplanned annual flu vaccination campaign. IER
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Demand planning in
a VUCA environment
Corey New, Principal, Deep Water Point

“Predictions are usually difficult, especially about the future”
Yogi Berra, New York Yankees Catcher

I

am sure many of you remember the “I Love Lucy” episode
when Lucy and Ethel are working in the chocolate factory.
In addition to being a hilarious episode, it is a microcosm
of the challenges in a supply chain. Managing supply chains
is difficult without adding the complexities of a pandemic.
Forecasting, inventory, pricing and transportation, and many
others, remain fundamental drivers in supply chains. Most
scholarly textbooks and articles may devote a chapter or paragraph
on concepts and drivers in the current uncertain and ambiguous
environment. It is like playing the “Beer game” blindfolded,
“Little’s Law” where time is an infinite variable and “Theory
of Constraints” where bottlenecks are like playing a game of
“Whack-a-mole”. For those unfamiliar with the acronym, VUCA,
it is “volatile, uncertain, chaotic and ambiguous”.
What can we learn from wartime supply chains in Iraq and
Afghanistan and apply to the vaccine distribution? In Iraq in 2011,
the challenge before my team and many others was how to redeploy
over 250,000 pieces of military equipment, containers and supplies
from 86 forward operating bases while simultaneously resupplying
all supply classes in support of combat operations. I personally
learned a valuable lesson that whether we were moving cotton
balls, concrete barriers or flu vaccines, the disciplined process to
manage requirements, capabilities, priorities and capacity is what
creates logistical success in VUCA environments.
Here is a simple question… are priorities needed if capabilities
exceed the requirements? Not always obvious, but the answer is
no. If a warehouse can fulfill 100 orders in a day and they receive
85 orders, there is no need to prioritize because capacity is greater
than demand. Unfortunately, this example is very uncommon.
Priorities are necessary and vital in a VUCA environment
where requirements exceed capabilities. It seems so simple, but
establishing clearly defined priorities of any commodity, mode of
transportation and age category or population (as it relates to the
vaccine distribution) drives success. Additional lessons learned
included managing separate processes for planned (forecasted)
and unplanned requirements. Allocating transportation capacity
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for unplanned requirements provided flexibility when priorities
changed, or unforeseen circumstances arose. We conducted
“Distribution Management Boards” similar to the corporate
“Sales and Operational Planning” process to ensure stakeholder
accountability, functional alignment and situational awareness.
We conducted the board every 24 hours resulting in thousands of
commercial and military trucks in convoys all over Iraq each day.
This is necessary in a VUCA environment as priorities change
rapidly and anything longer will ultimately lead to frustration,
delays and bottlenecks. With the right organizational structure,
technology and process, I believe this can also happen to manage
a pandemic at the federal and state levels.
We followed a centralized management and decentralized
execution model to ensure enforcement of priorities of movement,
supplies or organizations, while relying on those who managed
the capacity (trucks, helicopters and aircraft) to execute daily plan.
We understood capacity constraints like travel distance, vehicle
speeds, material handling equipment and many more. We knew
the amount of time down to the minute required to offload nine
large “Texas” concrete barriers from a Heavy Equipment Transport
Trailer on an Iraqi highway. I recently listened to a State health
official describe how many minutes it took for health worker to
administer the vaccine. Over the weekend, the new CDC Director
shared her frustration with visibility of vaccine doses within the
supply chain. Right now we are relegated to capacity at the point
of vaccination as determining the demand. Capacity and demand
are synonymous.
We need to think differently. If a supplier of toothpaste can
gain instantaneous visibility of demand through point-of-sale
technology at checkout, could we use similar supply chain demand
planning concepts with vaccine distribution. Leverage 2D Bar
Code technology and use a POS methodology when the syringe is
administered into someone’s arm. Forecasting demand in a VUCA
environment must use proven commercial supply chain concepts,
but also must include a formalized process to manage requirements,
capabilities, capacity and priorities. This creates flexibility, agility
and responsiveness across the supply chain through a centralized
management and decentralized execution model. IER

LearnersEDGE 360°
Experience. Develop. Grow. Evolve

Peridot Systems was founded by two business
savvy technologists Mr. Ranapratap (Rana)
Chegu and Mr. Gyanchander (Gyan) Gongireddy
to better serve our commercial clients. Mr. Chegu
worked as a Director at Gartner, an Executive
Consultant at IBM, and as a
Director at PricewaterhouseCoopers Consulting.
He has proven experience with IT strategy &
transformation, Enterprise Resource Planning,
large systems design and implementation, lifecycle development of systems, and business
process re-engineering. Prior to Peridot
Solutions, Mr. Reddy has held several high level
IT positions at the World Bank and possesses
significant experience in information technology,
telecommunications, computing infrastructure
engineering, operations, and support.
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Offers an Exploration and
Experiential Learning

T

echnology takes over higher education, realworld professional Training, and colleges.
Technology takes over education in the 21st
century — be it university-based skillsbuilding courses, real-world technological
Training, and studying abstract concepts in classrooms.
The transition from traditional means to experiential
learning approaches has seen new-age innovations
such as augmented reality and virtual reality. Engaging
students with creativity and experiential learning
describes the learning experience of zSpace. Every
zSpace device has been integrated into the show. These
sensors are monitoring your zSpace stylus and glasses.
As you tilt your head to look around an object, zSpace
dynamically updates to display the correct perspective
in full, high definition.
From the Tracked Glasses’ metal frame to the
lightweight form of the Follower Glasses, zSpace
eyewear is essential but understated. Tracked Glasses
provide a full experience, while Follower Glasses
allow peers to join and participate. The zSpace stylus
is handled like a pen. For 6 degrees of freedom, users
can naturally rotate their wrist when they pick up and
inspect objects. The buttons on the stylus perform
various actions depending on the application being
opened. Outside of zSpace-use, users can switch to
other Windows programs using a mouse.
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Paul Kellenberger, CEO of zSpace

“ From learning
genetics in zSpace
Studio to examining
human body systems
in Human Anatomy
Atlas to practicing
welding in WaveNG,
there’s something
for everyone in
zSpace ”

Supports a Wide Range of
Learning Objectives
zSpace applications support teaching a wide range of
learning objectives and bring the magic of zSpace to
different careers and industries,” says Paul Kellenberger,
CEO, zSpace. “From learning genetics in zSpace Studio
to examining human body systems in Human Anatomy
Atlas to practicing welding in WaveNG, there’s
something for everyone in zSpace”, he added. zSpace
Technical Services offers best practice in the design,
implementation, and management of zSpace in your
school and district. The organization’s staff performs the
system setup and implementation, while also training
on-site technical administrators about what they need
to learn to help and operate zSpace. ZSpace offers the
ultimate learning opportunity to encourage curiosity
and enhance comprehension. The company’s services
team and advisors provide information and experience
to tackle instructional approaches and classroom
practices that enable educators to involve students,
facilitate critical thinking, and promote learning. The
company’s Professional Development is hands- on,
enabling educators to take on the part of the learner and
see the familiar in a different context.

ZSpace offers online courses free of charge to educators,
teachers, professional personnel, and school leaders.
Online Training is designed to complement on-site
programs and allows learning at anytime, anywhere.
The company’s online courses include guidance on
the use of zSpace, including how to learn and develop
skills. ZSpace offers knowledge and a platform to help
teaching and student learning and interest. Students
learn by asking questions, gathering information,
creating models, testing concepts, analyzing data, and
drawing conclusions. Teachers promote learning by
setting up tools and resources to support students in
navigating their lessons.
ZSpace offers a suite of software for self-study,
hands-on laboratory dissection, and ECG certification
training. Students have a greater understanding of 3D
immersive environments and their participation. “From
anatomical representation to procedural planning,
zSpace brings a new dimension to medical learning and
visualization.” says Paul Kellenberger, CEO, zSpace.
The organization received various awards such as
Best Innovator of the Year: MEL Science zSpace App
Partner - MEL Chemistry, Excellence tech learning
award 2019, CES Innovation Awards 2019, and many
more. IER
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The adoption of Artificial Intelligence
and Robotics in Luxury Hospitality
Raul Levis, MBA, Hotel Manager

T

he adoption
of new technologies has increased
dramatically in the recent past. The number of new
concepts, increased use of artificial intelligence,
emergence of Virtual and Augmented reality in
addition to robotics will shake the grounds of luxury hospitality.
Nonetheless, Luxury hospitality has been slow in adopting new
technologies. One of the main reasons for the slow introduction
of new technologies relies on the paradox that luxury hospitality
requires personal contact. By automating a check-in, a check-out, or
missing on a reservation conversation, hotels lose those important
engagements or touch points with guests. This is a misconception
that must be rethought. As discussed in my article “The future of
luxury hospitality”; the crucial point is how technology adds value
to customers and to the business. Additionally, at which point it
becomes excessive or an excuse to save money driving hotels to
lose their personalized engagement with guests.
The Robot Hotel video shows that an automated hotel can
be gimmicky. Nonetheless, if we make a quick and fast arrival
experience with minimal human contact; business travelers, tired,
seeking solely the solace of their bedrooms, may wish nothing
more than a robot hotel experience. It is the guest who will
ultimately decide what type of experience they wish to have “at
that moment”. This is important, as the same guest may wish to
have a fully engaging experience if they are travelling on vacation,
or a brief interaction if they are tired on a business trip.
Before we discuss the value added of technology, I will introduce
the current technologies based on an article from Harvard Business
Review, “Artificial Intelligence for the Real World” by Thomas
Davenport and Rajeev Ronanki, which provides a framework of
different types and complexities of Artificial Intelligence, based
on its ability to improve business capabilities in the hospitality
business. The technologies are divided in three types: process
automation, cognitive insight and cognitive engagement.

•

•

•

Process Automation: the simplest of systems is related to

administrative operations as well as financial operations. This
process uses Robotic Process Automation(RPA), an emerging
technology which uses “coding” to input information from
multiple systems. Examples in hospitality are:
• Hotel & Restaurant reservations systems: Automation of this
process adds values to guests by providing a fast and quick
method of performing reservations, comparing rooms, etc.
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•

From a hotel perspective, it removes the bureaucracy of data
processing, which should allow the hotel the opportunity to
provide better experiences.
Front Desk Operations: Airlines were one of the first to
implement RPA technology with boarding pass kiosks and
boarding pass check ins, reducing time of bureaucracy of
paperwork, processing payments to automated technologies.
Casinos in Las Vegas and other hotels also began automating
the “paperwork” of the arrival experience and many hotels
offer express check out via your TV or mobile technologies.
Financial cashiering, reconciliation and reporting: the back
office operations and cashiering processes can be expedited
with automated cash handling machines, digitization of
traditional print outs of invoices, registration cards and
simpler digital signatures. Most importantly, this process
makes it easier for searching filed documents and RPA bots
can generate reports from different IT systems.
In House Communication Systems with Guests: As guests
are adopting more and more communication with their
phones, new technologies facilitate this process by sorting
and transferring information from emails, recorded messages.
They also include automated translations to assist guests who
are not fluent in English or the local language.
Back Office System: RPA’s also improve the communication
and accountability of back office communication as well
as creating user friendly interfaces which allow complex
operations to be presented in a friendly manner. This goes

•

from managing guest requests, housekeeping assignment, task
tracking expedition to preventive maintenance programs.
Employee Relations: Employee communication, schedules
and other tasks are leaving the bulletin boards to reach our
teams cell phones thanks to the automation of these processes.

2) Cognitive Insight: It is also known as “analytics
on steroids”. The role of cognitive insight is to understand

large amounts of data and provide insights, detect patterns for
hospitality to continue to improve and personalize offers to our
guests. Furthermore, machine learning AI allows the system to
consistently learn from the information gathered. It assists in
providing more information from what a guest wishes to use in
a hotel for example. Think of Google and Instagram and how all
ads you watch seem to match previous searches you have been
browsing.
•

Guest Information Data and Loyalty Programs: Data is king,
this cliché is most relevant these days for any business. The
challenge is to have all data interconnected and generating
inputs that will assist in making the right decisions for our
hospitality business. Many times, hotels are gathering a lot
of data and not fully learning from it. On the same note, new
stringent data regulations also need to be monitored by system
processes.

•

Revenue Management Systems: Revenue Management
became a system where machines are assisting revenue
managers gather vast amount of information and filtering to
assist hotels in making better revenue decisions.

3) Cognitive Engagement: The most complex type of

artificial intelligence uses natural learning process (NLP) chatbots,
intelligent agents to effectively engage with customers at any time
and offering technical support and answering frequently asked
questions for customers and employees. As this technology still
needs to be further developed, it is mostly used in back office
areas. Neon, which is owned by Samsung, is creating the first
“Artifical Human”. The video below shows the level of realism
which is advancing quickly. The guest will always choose
how to communicate and engage with hotels with different
or no technologies. Regardless, the correct application of this
technology enables guests to communicate and engage, which
further improves the guest experience. Mandarin Oriental Hotel

Group launched HelloMO as a communication and engagement
tool with our guests. It enabled guests to contact the hotel at any
time during their stay to request in room dining meals, restaurant
and spa reservations and limousine pick-ups. From a hotel
perspective, it allows for a fluid communication and the possibility
of offering experiences the guest may be interested in. The usage
during the pandemic increased exponentially. Another example
relates to how guests are choosing to make reservations. When
looking to make reservations, guests normally search the Internet
for hotel information, compare to others, and then calls the hotel
to finalize their reservation. This omnichannel experience needs
to be flawless and consistent on its communication. From a back
office perspective, the introduction of new technologies has been
faster and several processes in human resources, finance are now
automated.

Robotics

The Robot Hotel may also show a glimpse of the future at a later
stage with the application of robotics on repetitive tasks. The
moley fully automated robotic kitchen or the robot barista can be
changing hospitality and homes. Is this the future? The present and
future falls under the Augmented Intelligence branch of Artificial
Intelligence. The Augmented Intelligence branch is, in a nutshell,
when humans work alongside computers/robots to create the best
experiences for customers. In a research study of chess matches,
the best chess players alone could not defeat a computer. The
surprise came when human and machines played together. Humans
aided by computers always defeated other computers. Therefore,
creativity and high level of execution by specialists in conjunction
with technology are the keys to the future of luxury hospitality.

Conclusion

COVID dramatically increased the adoption of new technologies
by people of all ages, as well as the economic crisis required hotels
to reconsider their investment and cost allocations. The person-toperson connection will continue to be a key differentiator to create
value for guests generating loyalty and return guests to our hotels.
The challenge in luxury hospitality, is to engage guests through
technology channels to create personalized experiences. And this
experience can take place in person, over the phone, via an App or
a mix of all. The fast development of new technologies/ robotics is
creating new opportunities for hospitality to improve experiences
and increase revenues. IER
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Buffet of IT Architectures
Bigger is Better?
Rizwan Mian, PhD,Cloud Data Architect at CIBC
Have you ever wondered what do the different
architectures represent and how?
Some example architectures: Enterprise, Solution,
System, Software, Application, Infrastructure, Data,
Cloud, Security, Network, Reference, Lambda, Kappa
etc.
They seem to be operating at different levels of
organization and representing different concepts
e.g. Enterprise vs. Kappa. Let’s seek a definition.
Consider the IEEE Standard 1471 attempt on Software
Architecture: “The fundamental organization of a
system embodied in its components, their relationships
to each other, and to the environment, and the principles
guiding its design and evolution.”
Too abstract in my opinion. In practise, I see the
entire ecosystem is captured (or at least attempted)
in a diagram. This diagram is typically known as an
architecture, perhaps to give it weight or “force” its
authority. It’s often cluttered with arrows and boxes,
and augmented with poorly inter-connected snippets of
text.
Suppose we accept the architecture as a “big-picture”
diagram and nothing more. Then, I guess we can have
diagrams for anything. Not a convincing use of the
word architecture though.
Suppose we don’t, then the diagram alone is not enough
in most cases. A picture paints a thousand words, and
a thousand tangents. Often the latter is never said, or
dare I say, realized. For example, what do arrows mean
in an architecture? Are they ordered? Do they mean
control flow, data flow, state transitions etc? Why are
there different types of arrows? Do their width mean
anything? You get the idea. Arguably, both diagram
and text go in tandem to explain a concept as we see in
the research papers. This text is coherent writing that
strings different parts together.
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I also argue there is no need for the crowded diagrams.
Instead, a figure best serves a pointed message; an
example is shown in the title figure. This may mean
we have a global view which then gets broken down
into constituent parts, where each components gets
explained separately. One such work is by Borthakur
on HDFS Architecture Guide. IER

Improving learning
for deaf students
Our patented technology
allows students to receive
live sign language
interpreting overlaid on
top of the classroom
environment through a pair
of smart glasses.
We give you an entire software suite
that works seamlessly with the glasses.
It lets administrators manage students
& interpreters. Students can re-watch
every lecture w/ interpreting overlayed,
make their own timestamped notes, and
bookmark important parts of the lecture.
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